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Prediction of ﬂow resistance in a compound open channel
Mrutyunjaya Sahu, S. S. Mahapatra, K. C. Biswal and K. K. Khatua

ABSTRACT
Flooding in a river is a complex phenomenon which affects the livelihood and economic condition of
the region. During ﬂooding ﬂow overtops the river course and spreads around the ﬂood plain
resulting in a two-course compound channel. It has been observed that the ﬂow velocity in the ﬂood
plain is slower than that in the actual river course. This can produce a large shear layer between
sections of the ﬂow and produces turbulent structures which generate extra resistance and
uncertainty in ﬂow prediction. Researchers have adopted various numerical, analytical, and empirical
models to analyze this situation. Generally, a one-dimensional empirical model is used for ﬂow
prediction assuming that the ﬂow in the compound open channel is uniform. However, ﬂow in a
compound channel is quasi-uniform due to the transfer of momentum in sub-sections and sudden
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change of depths laterally. Hence, it is essential to analyze the turbulent structures prevalent in the
situation. Therefore, in this study, an effort has been made to analyze the turbulent structure
involved in ﬂooding using large eddy simulation (LES) method to estimate the resistance. Further, a
combination of an artiﬁcial neural network (ANN) and a fuzzy logic (FL) is considered to predict ﬂow
resistance in a compound open channel.
Key words
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INTRODUCTION
Resistance factors such as drag, boundary shear stress, and

main channel and ﬂood plain is in accordance with the

channel roughness play an important role in predicting con-

ﬂow energy loss, which can be expressed in the form of a

veyance capacity, bank protection, sediment transport, etc.

ﬂow resistance coefﬁcient. Christodoulou & Myers ()

Thus, Einstein & Banks () and Krishnamurthy & Chris-

quantiﬁed the apparent shear on the vertical interface

tensen () developed models for estimating a composite

between main channel and ﬂood plain in symmetrical com-

friction factor to study resistance to the ﬂow in a compound

pound sections. Yang et al. () indicated that the Darcy–

open channel. Wormleaton et al. () reported through

Weisbach resistance factor is not suitable for predicting a

extensive experimentation that the Manning’s equation

composite friction factor for measuring the resistance to

and the Darcy–Weisbach equation are not suitable for pre-

ﬂow. The environmental condition and the impact of ther-

dicting discharge of compound channels. Dracos &

modynamic, physical, and hydraulic parameters exhibit

Hardegger () proposed a model to predict a composite

strong non-linear relationships leading to an inaccurate pre-

friction factor in compound open channel ﬂow by taking

diction of a composite friction factor in a compound open

momentum transfer into account, and they also noted that

channel using conventional methods.

a composite friction factor depends on the main channel

Rapid growth in artiﬁcial intelligent techniques not only

and ﬂood plain widths and the ratio of the hydraulic

reduces the tedious effort of experimentation but it also

radius to the depth in the main channel. Pang ()

eliminates cumbersome computations. Walid & Shyam

reported that the distribution of discharge between the

() considered a back propagation (BP) algorithm of an
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artiﬁcial neural network (ANN) for prediction of discharge

nature of ﬂow to provide dense ﬁelds of data points. Further,

in compound open channel ﬂow. Notable past studies in

they have adopted a large eddy simulation (LES) method to

this direction are a neuro-fuzzy model to simulate the

investigate over-bank channel ﬂow. LES has been utilized to

Colebrook–White equation for the prediction of a friction

model both in-bank channel and over-bank ﬂow condition

factor in smooth open channel ﬂow (Bigil & Altun ;

to investigate the detailed structure of secondary circula-

Yuhong & Wenxin ) and the prediction of a friction

tions. Salvetti et al. () conducted a LES simulation at a

factor in pipe ﬂow problems (Fadare & Ofidhe ). Esen

relatively large Reynolds number for producing results for

et al. () demonstrated the use of adaptive neuro-fuzzy

bed shear with the magnitude of secondary motions and vor-

inference system (ANFIS) for modeling of a ground-coupled

ticity comparable to experiments. Pan & Banerjee (),

heat pump system. Riahi-Madvar et al. () proposed a

Hodges & Street (), and Nakayama & Yokojima

model based on ANFIS to predict longitudinal dispersion

() studied free surface ﬂuctuations in open channel

coefﬁcient in natural streams. ANFIS has been adopted in

ﬂow by employing the LES method where the free surface

a variety of ﬁelds for accurate prediction of responses in situ-

has been ﬁltered along with the ﬂow ﬁeld itself which intro-

ations where input parameters characterize impreciseness

duced extra sub-grid stress (SGS) terms. Beaman ()

and uncertainty. When the relationship between input and

studied the estimation of conveyance using the LES method.

output parameters is difﬁcult to establish using mathemat-

In this study, the inadequacy in prediction of a compo-

ical, analytical, and numerical methods and computation

site friction factor assuming turbulent ﬂow and the

becomes cumbersome and time-consuming, an easily

momentum transfer between the main channel and ﬂood

implementable technique like ANFIS can be adopted.

plain is addressed using an adaptive neuro-fuzzy system.

Thus, an ANFIS model has been proposed in this study to

Further, keeping in view the wide application of LES in

predict a composite friction factor in compound open

open channel ﬂow, an effort has been made to analyze tur-

channel ﬂow.

bulent ﬂow in a compound open channel.

Despite clear successes in the experimental approach, it
still suffers from limitations, such as: (i) data are collected at
a limited number of points, (ii) the model is usually not at

EXPERIMENTAL DATA USED FOR ANALYSIS

full-scale, and (iii) detailed measurements of turbulence
have not usually been considered. A computational

The methods considered to predict the composite friction

approach can partly overcome some of these issues and pro-

factor in a compound open channel are compared with

vide a complementary tool. In particular, a computational

the experimental data of FCF Series A (the experimental

approach is readily repeatable, can simulate at full-scale

data for a straight compound open channel at the Univer-

and provides a spatially dense ﬁeld of data points. However,

sity of Birmingham) (Tominaga & Nezu ; Soong &

there are signiﬁcant technical challenges in terms of the pre-

DePue ; Tang & Knight a, b; Atabay et al.

diction of turbulence. In recent years, numerical modeling

). The hydraulic conditions of the data are shown in

of open channel ﬂows has successfully reproduced exper-

Table 1.

imental results. Computational ﬂuid dynamics (CFD) has
been used to model open channel ﬂows ranging from
main channels to full-scale modeling of ﬂood plains. Simulations have been performed by Krishnappan & Lau

PREDICTION OF COMPOSITE FRICTION FACTOR BY
ANFIS

(), Kawahara & Tamai () and Cokljat (). CFD
has also been used to model ﬂow features in natural rivers

Prediction of composite friction factor by empirical

by Sinha et al. (), Lane et al. (), and Morvan

models

(). Thomas & Williams (a, b, ) and Shi
et al. () have undertaken reﬁned numerical modeling

A compound channel basically consists of a main channel

to examine the detailed time-dependent three-dimensional

with ﬂood plains. The primary factors affecting the
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(C ), and Darcy–Weisbach ( f ) are related as shown in

Summary of geometrical factors of experimental data

Source of

Main side

Flood plain

Roughness

Main channel
cross-sectional

data

slope

type

type

geometry

FCF Series A

Equation (1):
C
R1=6 1
8
pﬃﬃﬃ ¼ pﬃﬃﬃ × ¼ pﬃﬃ
g
g n
f

(1)

Series 1

1.0

Symmetric

Smooth

Trapezoidal

Series 2

1.0

Symmetric

Smooth

Trapezoidal

These factors are evaluated to predict the bed shear

Series 3

1.0

Symmetric

Smooth

Trapezoidal

stress and discharge for both simple and compound

Series 6

1.0

Asymmetric

Smooth

Trapezoidal

open channel ﬂows. Traditionally, the composite rough-

Series 8

0

Symmetric

Smooth

Rectangular

ness in a compound channel is expressed in Manning’s

Series 10

2.0

Symmetric

Smooth

Trapezoidal

form ‘n’ as in Equation (2). The composite friction

Asymmetric

Smooth

Rectangular

Tominaga & Nezu ()
S (1–3)

0

factor nc across the perimeter can be evaluated as:

Tang & Knight (a)
ROA

0

Symmetric

Smooth

Rectangular

ROS

0

Symmetric

Smooth

Rectangular

ð
nc ¼ wi ni dp

(2)

where ni ¼ sub-sectional Manning’s roughness and wi ¼

Tang & Knight (b)
LOSR

0

Symmetric

Rough

Rectangular

weighted function of sub-sections. Using this formulation the

ALL

0

Symmetric

Rough

Rectangular

calculation of open channel ﬂow is reduced to a 1D formulation.

Atabay et al. ()

A number of empirical formulations have been pro-

ROA

0

Asymmetric

Smooth

Rectangular

posed by investigators to predict a composite Manning’s

ROS

0

Symmetric

Smooth

Rectangular

friction factor in compound open channel ﬂow with differ-

Asymmetric

Rough

Trapezoidal

Soong & Depue ()
1

ent assumptions based on the relationships between the
discharges, velocities, forces, and shear stresses of the component sub-sections and the total cross-section. These
formulations are listed in Table 2 for the estimation of a

resistance coefﬁcient in a compound open channel are

composite Manning’s friction factor. Further, different

geometric parameters (depth of main channel), h and

methods have been also adopted to divide the components

the wall roughness resistant coefﬁcient, K ¼ ks/R where

sub-sections of the compound channels to apply these

ks and R are the roughness height and the hydraulic

models to estimate a composite Manning’s friction factor

radius, respectively. It should be noted that the wall

and the discharge in a compound open channel.

roughness changes along the wetted perimeter of the

In this study, methods proposed by Cox (), Einstein &

cross-section in a compound channel. The composite

Banks (), Lotter (), Krishnamurthy & Christensen

roughness on the wall as well as the shape of the channel

(), and Dracos & Hardegger () have been adopted

affects the turbulent ﬂow structures and the secondary

to predict a composite friction factor. Among these methods,

current across the cross-section and hence, alters the

only Dracos & Hardegger () take momentum transfer

resistance coefﬁcient. Manning’s equation is generally

into account. However, the model proposed by Hin et al.

used for the prediction of discharge in compound open

() can account for momentum transfer but the method

channels. The friction factor is in the form of either

is based on ﬁeld observation. Further, the data collected

Manning’s coefﬁcient, Chezy’s coefﬁcient, or the Darcy–

have to be calibrated to account for the shape factor par-

Weisbach coefﬁcient, usually considered as a ‘true compo-

ameter to calculate the apparent friction factor. Since this

site friction factor’ (Yang et al. ). In open channel

factor is not generally available, the model is excluded from

ﬂow, the ﬂow resistance coefﬁcient of the boundary

this analysis. Figures 1–3 show the relationship between

expressed by Manning’s coefﬁcient (n), Chezy’s coefﬁcient

true composite friction factor obtained from Manning’s
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Models for prediction of composite Manning’s friction factor

Reference

Model
notation

Cox ()

COX

Composite friction
factor (nc)

Concept

Total resistance force is equal to sum of sub-area resistance forces or ni
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
weighted by Ai
Total discharge is sum of sub-area discharges

Einstein & Banks ()

EBM

Total cross-sectional mean velocity equal to sub-area mean velocity

Lotter ()

LM

Total discharge is sum of sub-area discharges

Krishnamurthy &
Christensen ()

KCM

Logarithmic velocity distribution over depth h for wide channel

Dracos & Hardegger
()

D&H

The main channel and ﬂood plain width ratio, and the ratio of the total
hydraulic radius to the ﬂow depth in the main channel

¼

rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
P 2 Ai
ni
A

A
ðAi =ni Þ
2P  3=2 32=3
ni Pi
5
¼4
P
¼P

¼

PR5=3

P Pi R5=3
i
ni
"P
#
3=2
Pi hi In ni
¼ exp P
3=2
Pi hi


n
R
¼ f α,
ne
H

Where pi ¼ sub-sectional perimeter of compound channel, ni ¼ sub-sectional Manning’s ‘n’, Ri ¼ sub-sectional hydraulic radius, Ai ¼ sub-sectional area of compound section, and hi ¼ subsectional depth of ﬂow, R ¼ hydraulic radius of whole compound channel, and α ¼ a measure of increase in wetted perimeter.

Figure 1

|

True composite friction factor v/s composite friction factor predicted by ﬁve
methods for Atabay et al.’s (2004) experimental conditions.

Figure 3

|

True composite friction factor v/s composite friction factor predicted by ﬁve
methods for Tang & Knight’s (2001b) experimental conditions.

equation and the friction factor predicted by empirical
models given in Table 2 for the three experimental conditions
shown in Table 1. The mean absolute relative error for each
model is shown in Table 3. It is inferred from Table 3 that
the predictive models considered in this study are not capable
of accurately predicting composite friction factor for all data
sets. For example, Einstein & Banks’ () model predicts
Soong & DePue’s () data with reasonable accuracy but
fails to predict other data sets. Similarly, Krishnamurthy &
Christensen’s () model predicts Tang & Knight’s (a)
Figure 2

|

True composite friction factor v/s composite friction factor predicted by ﬁve
methods for Soong & Depue’s (1996) experimental conditions.
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Mean absolute relative error for different data sets

Data set

Cox (1973)

Einstein & Banks (1950)

Lotter (1993)

Krishnamurthy & Christensen (1972)

Dracos & Hardegger (1987)

FCF Series A

28.33

32.6

24.16

49.47

15.738

Tominaga & Nezu ()

32.21

33.68

8.28

34.72

25.22

Tang & Knight (a)

28.81

57.58

13.52

9.37

13.74

Tang & Knight (b)

28.24

33.721

27.61

46.14

26.14

Atabay et al. ()

17.28

33.43

35.75

18.10

14.98

Soong & DePue ()

13.12

7.42

33.21

15.28

34.38

for an accurate prediction of a composite friction factor

facts. Jang (a) proposed a combination of a neural net-

under different hydraulic conditions.

work and fuzzy logic (FL) known as an ANFIS. ANFIS is

In order to develop a robust approach to predict a compo-

a FIS implemented in the framework of neural networks.

site friction factor, ﬁve ﬂow parameters used for the estimation

The combination of both ANN and FIS thus improves the

of the overall discharge in compounds channels suggested by

system performance without interaction with operators.

Yang et al. () are considered. The parameters are: (i) rela-

For this reason, it is possible to deduce the logical pattern

tive width (Br) (ratio of the width of the ﬂood plain (B  b) to

of the prediction. The advantage of the technique is that

the total width (B) where b ¼ main channel width); (ii) ratio of

the ANFIS architecture can be used to model the nonlinear

the perimeter of the main channel (Pmc) to the ﬂood plain per-

functions for the prediction of the desired result in a logical

imeter (Pfp) denoted as Pr; (iii) the ratio of hydraulic radius of

manner (Jang a, b, , ).

the main channel (Rmc) to the ﬂood plain (Rfp) denoted as Rr
which usually varies with symmetry; (iv) the channel longi-

Fuzzy logic and fuzzy inference systems

tudinal slope (S0); and (v) the relative depth (Hr) i.e., the
ﬂow depth of the ﬂood plain (H  h) to the total depth (H )

Fuzzy systems are based on IF-THEN fuzzy rules. The building

where h ¼ main channel depth. In this study, these ﬁve ﬂow

of FL systems begins with the derivation of a set of IF-THEN

parameters are chosen as input parameters and a composite

fuzzy rules comprising the expertise and knowledge of the

friction factor as an output parameter.

modeling ﬁeld (Dezfoli ). The modeling of suitable rules
is tedious, and hence a predeﬁned method or tool to achieve

Adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system

the fuzzy rules from numerical and statistical analysis is most
appropriate for this context. Fuzzy conditional statements are

The ANFIS is a combination of an ANN and a fuzzy infer-

expressed such as if hydraulic depth (Dr) is small then friction

ence system (FIS) where the neural network learns the

factor is high where these parameters are levels described by

structure of the data but understanding the network struc-

fuzzy sets that are characterized by membership functions.

ture or the associated pattern is difﬁcult. However, the FIS

Hence, these concise forms of fuzzy rules are often employed

can understand the structure and develop the rule base

to make decisions in situations of uncertainty. These play an

using IF-THEN rules to predict the output. A neural net-

important role in the human ability to make decisions.

work with its learning capabilities can be used to learn the

From Figure 4, it can be observed that the FIS and fuzzy

fuzzy decision rules to create a hybrid intelligent system.

decision making procedure comprise ﬁve functional build-

The fuzzy system provides expert knowledge to be used by

ing blocks including: (i) rule base, (ii) database, (iii)

the neural network. A FIS consists of three components:

decision making unit, (iv) fuzziﬁcation interface, and (v)

ﬁrst, a rule base which contains a selection of fuzzy rules;

defuzziﬁcation interface. The rule base and database are

second, a database deﬁnes the membership functions used

referred to as the knowledge base. The inference system is

in the rules; and ﬁnally, a reasoning mechanism carries

based on logical rules which map the input variables space

out the inference procedure on the rules and the given

to the output variable space using IF-THEN statements
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Schematic diagram of fuzzy based inference system.

and a fuzzy decision making procedure (Dezfoli ; Jang

Architecture and basic learning rules

& Gulley ). Due to the uncertainty of real and ﬁeld
values to fuzzy data, a fuzziﬁcation transition is used to

A typical adaptive network shown in Figure 5 is a network

transform deterministic values to fuzzy values and a defuzzi-

structure consisting of a number of nodes connected through

ﬁcation transition is used to transform fuzzy values into

directional links. Each node is characterized by a node func-

deterministic values (Dezfoli ).

tion with ﬁxed or adjustable parameters. The learning or

Figure 5

|

A typical architecture of ANFIS system.
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Layer 4: Every node i in this layer is a squared node with
a node function:
O4i ¼ wi fi ¼ wi ð pi þ qi y þ ri Þ

(8)

between the network’s outputs and desired outputs. Generally, the model performance is checked by means of distinct
test data, and a relatively good ﬁt is expected in the testing
phase. Considering a ﬁrst order fuzzy interface system
according to Takagi, Sugeno and Kang (TSK), a fuzzy

where wi is the output of layer 3, and is the parameter set.
Parameters in this layer will be referred to as ‘consequent
parameters’.
Layer 5: The single circle node computes the overall

model consists of two rules (Sugeno & Kang ):

output as the summation of all incoming signals:

Rule 1: If x is A1 and y is B1 then f1 ¼ p1 x þ q1 y þ r1

O5i ¼ Overall output ¼

Rule 2: If x is A2 and y is B2 then f2 ¼ p2 x þ q2 y þ r2

(3)

(4)

If f1 and f2 are constants instead of linear equations, we

n
X
i

P
wi fi
wi fi ¼ Pi
wi

(9)

i

Thus, an adaptive network as presented in Figure 5 is
functionally equivalent to a fuzzy interface. The basic learning rule of ANFIS is the BP gradient descent which

have a zero order TSK fuzzy-model. Node functions in the

calculates error signals (deﬁned as the derivative of the

same layer are of the same function family as described

squared error with respect to each node’s output) recursively

below. It is to be noted that Oji denotes the output of the

from the output layer backward to the input nodes (Werbos

i

th

node in layer j.
Layer 1: Each node in this layer generates a membership

). This learning rule is exactly the same as the back-propagation learning rule used in the common feed-forward neural

grade of a linguistic label. For instance, the node function of

networks (Rumelhart et al. ). From the ANFIS architec-

the i th node might be:

ture (Figure 5), it is observed that given values of the
premise parameters, the overall output can be expressed as

j

Oi ¼ μAi ðxÞ ¼


1þ

1
x  ci
ai

bi

(5)

a linear combination of the consequent parameters. Based
on this observation, a hybrid learning rule is employed here,
which combines a gradient descent and the least squares

where x is the input to the node i, and Ai is the linguistic label
(small, large) associated with this node; and {ai, bi, ci} is the
parameter set that changes the shapes of the membership
function. Parameters in this layer are referred to as the
‘premise parameters’.

method to ﬁnd feasible antecedent and consequent parameters (Jang a, ). The details of the hybrid rule are
given by Jang et al. (), where it is also claimed to be signiﬁcantly faster than the classical back-propagation method.
Hybrid learning algorithm

Layer 2: Each node in this layer calculates the ﬁring
strength of each rule via multiplication:
O2i

¼ wi ¼ μAi ðxÞ × μBi ð yÞ, i ¼ 1, 2

From the ANFIS architecture (Figure 5), we observe that
(6)

Layer 3: The i th node of this layer calculates the ratio of the
i th rule’s ﬁring strength to the sum of all rules’ ﬁring strengths:
O3i

wi
¼ wi ¼
, i ¼ 1, 2
w1 þ w2

(7)

For convenience outputs of this layer will be called normalized ﬁring strengths.
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which is linear in the consequent parameters p1, q1, r1, p2,

model parameters are matched. After that, 22 data are

q2, r2. Therefore, the hybrid learning algorithm developed

used for testing to verify the accuracy of the proposed

can be applied directly. More speciﬁcally, in the forward

model.

pass of the hybrid learning algorithm, node outputs go forward until layer 4 and the consequent parameters are
identiﬁed by the least squares method. In the backward
pass, the error signal propagates backward and the premise
parameters are updated by gradient descent. As mentioned,
the consequent parameters thus identiﬁed are optimal
under the condition that the premise parameters are
ﬁxed. Accordingly, the hybrid approach converges much
faster since it reduces the dimension of the search space
of the original back-propagation method. This network
ﬁxes the membership functions and adapts only the consequent parts; then, ANFIS can be viewed as a functionallinked network (Klassen & Pao ; Pao ) where the
enhanced representation, takes advantage of human knowledge and expresses more insight. By ﬁne-tuning the
membership functions, we actually generate this enhanced
representation.
Training and testing of ANFIS network
The data required for the simulation are ﬁrst generated
using Manning’s equation for obtaining a composite friction
factor under different hydraulic conditions, as shown in
Table 1. The input parameters for the simulation are

Prediction of composite friction factor using ANFIS
The composite friction factor is predicted using the ANFIS
model based on ﬁve input parameters, such as relative
width, ratio of perimeter of main channel to ﬂood plain perimeter, ratio of hydraulic radius of main channel to ﬂood
plain, channel longitudinal slope, and relative depth. The
pattern of variation of the actual and predicted composite
friction factor is shown for the training and testing data
sets in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. The black line indicates
actual output and the grey line represents the predicted data
from ANFIS. The plots show the coherent nature of the data
distribution. The surface plot is shown in Figure 8. It can be
observed that the surface covers the total landscape of
decision space. Residuals are calculated as the difference
between the actual and the predicted composite friction factors for training data set and are plotted in Figure 9. It can be
observed that the residuals are distributed evenly along the
centerline of the plot.
To verify the accuracy of the results, a regression analysis is also carried out. Regression curves are plotted in
Figures 10 and 11 between the actual composite friction

referred to in a previous section (Prediction of composite
friction factor by empirical models). The entire experimental data set is divided into training and testing data sets. A
total of 228 data are used. Among the 228 data, 206 are considered as training data and 22 as testing data. The number
of nodes in the second layer is increased gradually during
the training process starting with two. It was observed
that the error converges (decreases) as the nodes increase
to ﬁve. Hence, the number of nodes in the second layer is
ﬁxed at ﬁve and further analysis is carried out. The ﬁve
layers are one input, three hidden, and one output layer.
The network was run on a MATLAB platform using a Pentium IV desktop computer. A Gaussian-type membership
function (gauss2mf) is chosen for input as for input 1 and
a linear-type membership function is used for output while
generating FIS. The function goes steadily after 10 iterations
due to a faster hybrid learning rule which ensured that the
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Figure 8
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Residual distribution of training data set.

Distribution of composite friction factor (testing data).

Figure 10

|

Correlation plot for training set of data points.

Figure 11

|

Correlation plot for testing set of data points.

Surface plot.

factor and the predicted composite friction factor for the
training and the testing data, respectively. It can be observed
that the data are well ﬁtted because high values of the
coefﬁcient of determination (R 2 ¼ 0.991 for training and
R 2 ¼ 0.962 for testing data) are obtained. The testing data
set is used to ﬁnd the coefﬁcient of determination for the
other ﬁve methods as shown in Figures 12–16. From these
ﬁgures, it can be observed that the EBM method exhibits

NUMERICAL MODELING OF TURBULENT FLOW
STRUCTURES

the least accuracy because the coefﬁcient of determination
(R 2) of EBM is 0.687 whereas the coefﬁcient for the

Although the ANFIS model is quite robust in predicting a

ANFIS method is 0.962.

composite friction factor considering the non-linearity in the
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Figure 14

|

Correlation plot for testing data (LM).

Figure 15

|

Correlation plot for testing data (KCM).

Figure 16

|

Correlation plot for testing data (D & H).

Correlation plot for testing data (COX).

Correlation plot for testing data (EBM).

relation between the input ﬂow parameters and the output, it
is vital to ﬁnd out the reason for this non-linear relationship.
In fact, momentum transfer in compound channels leads to
an inaccurate estimation of discharge using empirical
relations. Here, an attempt is made to present the effect of
momentum transfer on the discharge in a compound channel
via numerical analysis so that insight into ﬂow mechanism
can be gained. The numerical analysis simulates a tilting
ﬂume with a 8 m length and a 0.4 × 0.4 m2 cross-section for
which Tominaga & Nezu () carried out experiments
using ﬁber-optic laser-Doppler anemometer to measure
three-directional components of the turbulent velocity
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conﬁguration (physical) space:

discretized with ANSYS 12 design modeler. The width to
depth (B/H) ratio of the channel is 4.981 whereas the slope
is 0.00064. The ﬂow is considered as uniform incompressible
turbulent ﬂow at the test section 7.5 m from the inlet. The
hydraulic radius (R) of the channel is 0.043. The Reynolds
number (Re) of the ﬂow for this case is 6.72 × 104.

@ρ @ ðρui Þ
þ
¼0
@t
@xi

(11)



@ ρui uj
@σ ij
@
@
@p @τ ij

ðρui Þ þ
¼
μ

@t
@xj
@xi @xj
@xi
@xj

(12)

The ﬂuid ﬂow equations are solved by discretizing the
whole domain into unstructured hybrid mesh (mixture of

where ρ ¼ density of water, ui and uj are the unresolved vel-

prism and triangular) that divides the continuum into a

ocity components in the xi and xj directions, σij ¼ normal

ﬁnite number of nodes considering near-wall effect. The

stress in plane i along j direction, p ¼ pressure, τij ¼ tangen-

computations need a spatial discretization and time march-

tial shear stress in plane i along j direction. Equation (11)

ing scheme. In this study, the transient simulation process is

is the continuity equation which is linear and does not

completed with the help of the commercial package ANSYS

change due to ﬁltering.

CFX (ANSYS CFX Tutorials ANSYS CFX Release 11.0

To capture the ﬂow feature in turbulence, large-scale

). This package generally solves the Navier–Stokes

motion is captured as a direct numerical simulation (DNS)

(NS) using a ﬁnite element-ﬁnite volume method. The

in LES but the effect of small scales is modeled using a sub-

mesh and simulation details are shown in Table 4. The gov-

grid scale (SGS) model. The LES method can incorporate a

erning equations (Equations (11) and (12)) are employed for

much coarser grid so that the temporal evolution of the

LES obtained by ﬁltering the time-dependent NS equation

large-scale turbulent motions can be directly simulated

and continuity in either Fourier (wave-number) space or

while the unresolved small-scale motions can be modeled

Figure 17

Table 4

|

|

Geometric alignment of ﬂume channel along with boundary conditions.

Summary of mesh and simulation details using ANSYS-CFX

LETOT (Large eddy
turn over time state)
þ

Case

Mesh spacing (m)

y range

H/u* (sec)

Time step (sec)

initial trial

S1

0.005

9.23–110.87

5

0.001

70

yþ ¼

yu
¼ scaled depth of ﬂow where y ¼ respective ﬂow depth, u ¼ ﬂow velocity, u* ¼ shear velocity.
u
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through the use of a Smagorinsky model. The ﬁltering pro-

channel at approximately 0.057 m from the centerline. The

cess ﬁlters out the eddies whose scales are smaller than the

isovel lines bulge signiﬁcantly upward in the vicinity of the

ﬁlter width or grid spacing used in the computations. The

junction edge along the ﬂow. The patterns of the isovel

results of the simulation are compared with case S 1 of Tomi-

lines from LES simulation results convincingly follow the

naga & Nezu (). From Table 5, it is evident that the results

experimental results of Tominaga & Nezu (). The

obtained from LES simulation are in good agreement with

reason for this bulge is the decelerated region on both sides

case S 1 of Tominaga & Nezu (). Here, mean bulk vel-

of the junction region of the main channel. The region is cre-

ocity is calculated using the formulation:

ated because of the low momentum transport due to the

Ð
Wb ¼

secondary current away from the wall. This causes the
wdA
A

(13)

where, Wb ¼ mean velocity of the ﬂow, w ¼ velocity of the
point of consideration.

bulge in the main channel and ﬂood plain interface due to
high momentum transport by the secondary current. Consequently, the primary velocity is directly affected by the
momentum transport due to the secondary current. The
momentum transfer due to the secondary circulation com-

The composite friction factor is calculated from Manning’s equation.

ponent and the turbulent transport are three-dimensional
in nature. These ﬂow structures also depend on the corner

The isovel lines of the non-dimensional stream-wise vel-

of the channel and the shape of the compound cross-section.

ocity W(z) computed by the LES method are shown in

It is quite evident that turbulent structures as discussed are

Figure 18. The simulation shows that maximum velocity is

three-dimensional and highly non-linear.

0.4049 m/s which is observed near the centerline of the
Table 5

|

Flow parameters of the experiment and simulation

Maximum

Mean bulk

Composite

velocity,

velocity, Wb

friction factor,

Case

Wmax (m/s)

(m/s)

‘nc’

S1

0.409

0.368

0.011383

Based on analysis made in this study, the following certain

LES simulation results

0.4049

0.3671

0.011380

conclusions can be drawn:

CONCLUSIONS

1. Five empirical models for the prediction of a composite
friction factor have been studied. It is observed that the
models can predict the composite friction factor accurately for a few data sets. Generally, the models break
down when predicting the composite friction factor for
a wide range of hydraulic conditions and geometries of
compound channel.
2. To alleviate the above problem, a robust prediction strategy based on an ANFIS has been proposed. It is
demonstrated that the ANFIS model is quite capable of
predicting a composite friction factor with reasonable
accuracy for a wide range of hydraulic conditions.
3. Further, the LES turbulence model has been adopted to
analyze the compound open channel condition. The velocity distribution in an asymmetric compound channel is
presented. The composite friction factor found from the
Figure 18

|

Mean velocity distribution of LES simulation.
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4. Moreover, both the LES and ANFIS models are fairly
convincing and account for turbulence during the prediction of the discharge and the composite friction factor in
a compound open channel. A reasonably accurate prediction of composite friction factor for different geometry,
hydraulic conditions and bed/material can be obtained
with less computational effort by ANFIS which can be
useful for ﬁeld engineers.
5. In future, the study can be extended to consider different
hydraulic conditions for the prediction of composite friction factor using LES and ANFIS models.
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